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Source: Android Central Find the best Android keyboard apps is one of the most important choices you make on your phone. They will shape the speed and accuracy with which you use your phone to communicate, and because keyboards can see everything you type from passwords to social security numbers, it's important to have a
keyboard that you trust and like. For this, here are the keyboards we trust and like more to help us tweet, text and type our articles in a crowded bar. Many of us cling to the keyboard that comes pre-installed, which is probably Gboard or Samsung keyboard. There is a reason why gboard is king on Android and this is thanks to its versatility
and ability to recognize what you are trying to type while you are typing. Google has also included a number of features to help you customize and adjust the keyboard to your liking. For years, SwiftKey's biggest complaint was that you had to pay for it. Now that paywall has been removed thanks to Microsoft, it's a fantastic and completely
free alternative to Gboard. And while the app has all the features you might want and more, there's also a beta program that you can join to get all the new features that are coming down the pipeline. Chrooma is one of those keyboard apps for those who love to customize every aspect of your device. From pre-installed themes to creating
something completely unique, there's something here for everyone. What's cool about Chrooma is that it will automatically adapt to any app you're using, changing the color theme in the process. 1. Gboard Source: Android Central Gboard has been on top of the mountain of Android keyboards, and the reasons are clear: great predictions
courtesy of machine learning, easy access to gifs and sticker packs, such as disney stickers collections, and a dictionary linked to your Google account, so follow you everywhere. It added all the smart features that Android users enjoyed from other keyboards and wrapped it all in one quick and responsive package (and free!). The themes
on Gboard are still not as diverse or bold as other keyboards, but the ones here look good and there is a Material Black option, which is all you really need at the end of the day. You can also finally make your own gifs on Gboard, as iOS users have been able to do for a while. Best of all, Gboard doesn't hide features or options behind
paywalls or ads. One of the best android keyboard apps, and one of the best apps for Android in general, is completely free. King of Keyboards Google brings its A game to the keyboard that more Android phones than ever come with right out of the box. Between robust adhesive and GIF support, machine learning predictive text, and
smart design and menu layouts, Gboard sets the high bar for keyboards Source: Andrew Myrick/ Android Central Swiftkey is always there next to Gboard, but for a while, he hasn't been able to overcome and retake his throne. SwiftKey has been a great player on Android Android for years; used to be the pinnacle of forecasts and
slippage, but both fell a little behind Gboard. There's still a follower dedicated to SwiftKey, and after years of building a personal dictionary on SwiftKey, it can be hard to switch to anything else. There are many themes to choose from and customize, along with all the features you would expect, including an embedded gif search. While it's
hard to find a third-party keyboard that doesn't have automatic correction, swiftKey is one of the best. The app will even try to predict what you're saying and then display in the bar at the top of the keyboard. Additionally, if you sign in with a Microsoft account, your settings and preferences will be saved and can sync to all devices you own
and use SwiftKey. SwiftKey may not be number one, but it's still a good keyboard and great for productivity. And while SwiftKey used to be a paid keyboard, it has been completely free for years. Microsoft has done a lot to keep this among the best Android keyboard apps, and we expect this to continue in the coming years. Still great, but
not the biggest SwiftKey is up there with gboard in terms of quality and features, but its features tilt a little more towards discerning professionals than laid-back teen texters. I love scoring moves and access to the symbol, as well as robust access to the clipboard. Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central With most keyboards, you choose a
theme and that's it, but Chrooma finds this a bit boring. Instead, the chrooma keyboard colors adapt to every app you're using: it turns blue for Twitter, green for Spotify, yellow for Google Keep, and so on. There's even a night mode that will darken keyboard color selections at night —or all the time if you leave night mode on like me.
Chrooma's color options are on point with most apps, and it's easy to change colors for apps where it loses without losing color adaptation when typing in other apps. The slip on Chrooma is first-rate, and the ability to swipe further and further to the left to delete entire words or phrases is fabulous for removing short pieces of text. If you
want to get really chic with the style, size, keyboard font and have your settings synced between devices, you'll have to shell out for Premium, which is a one-time purchase of $9.99. It's a bit steep, but if you're someone who moves devices frequently, it's easily worth the convenience of having your predictions and settings following you
from device to device. Color, Choice and Clarity Customization is the name of the game with Chrooma, as you can choose from specific emoji themes, font styles and general theme. But you can have even more fun having an automatic theme based on any that you're using. We say this all the time, but the great thing about the Play
Store, and Android in general, is that you're not blocked from using just a single app. While Gboard is wonderful, it may not be for so we've put together some more of the best Android keyboard apps you should try. Fleksy source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central Fleksy has made a comeback, but unless you're a hunting and pecking typist,
you'll probably want to keep moving. Sliding words on Fleksy doesn't happen, and the fixes on this keyboard can go a bit overboard when you're using a lot of non-standard acronyms or jargon. There are some neat add-ons to this keyboard, including emoji cue, and a fireworks add-on that brings small explosions to your keyboard touches
and sounds. Fleksy has a low learning curve, but unfortunately, when you switch phone or factory reset your personal dictionary doesn't always follow you. We hope to see this keyboard continue to improve and gain ground to compete more evenly with swipe-enabled keyboards like Gboard, but for the type of hunting and everyday
pecking, Fleksy should be great. Peckers can be chosen Leave your gestures at the door; Fleksy is a keyboard for confused types who are tired of sliding words they didn't want. The text correction is aggressive here, but easy enough to add words, and the widget-like add-ons for this keyboard are a lot of fun to ignore. Source: Andrew
Myrick/Android Central It doesn't matter if you're an English teacher, writer or someone who writes occasionally, Keyboard Grammar can be useful for everyone. The keyboard keeps track of what you're typing while you're typing to make sure your grammar and spelling are correct. And a recent update brought typing swipe, a feature that
is already available on almost every other popular keyboard. This keyboard also has predictive suggestions, but you'll have to let grammar learn how you type first. Perhaps the best part, besides the corrections, is that you will have a simple explanation as to why your grammar or phrasing is incorrect. So not only will you not seem like a
fool, but you'll pick up some tips for future typing needs. More useful than you can realize Grammar is great for those who have problems with grammar or those who just want a second set of eyes. You'll get swipe typing, integration with all your apps, and predictive text suggestions. Also, grammar will teach you when you make mistakes
to help ensure that they do not become a recurring problem. Source: Andrew Myrick / Android Central The problem with some third-party apps is that there is either a chance of your input being recorded or the app being abandoned. With a keyboard app like OpenBoard you won't have to worry either, as the app is being updated regularly,
but it doesn't add a lot of ruffles. Speaking of which, there's a single omission that can drive some people away and that's the lack of text. You'll have to hunt and peck on your screen unless this is the kind of thing you're already looking for. OpenBoard is also open source, so you can keep track of which updates are coming and what bug
issues have already been Old-time keyboard If you want an open source keyboard and remove the need to worry about your data being mined, OpenBoard is perfect. The only great feature missing is the lack of swipe typing, but offers some gestures along with some themes. Source: Andrew Myrick / Android Central Similar to
OpenBoard, AnySoftKeyboard is another app that gives us a nostalgic feel at first. Well, at least until you dive in and start adjusting the theme to your liking. The app features some pre-built themes to check out, but you can go ahead and create your own if you don't find something you like. There are some cool features that help
differentiate ASK from others, and we're not just talking about typing gestures that everyone has gotten used to. Developers have added multi-touch support, making it so you can treat your phone's keyboard more like a traditional one by holding the SHIFT key and pressing another key on the keyboard. With the built-in dictionary, you can
add or delete words from your dictionary as it becomes more robust, along with creating shortcuts to specific words or phrases. Simplistic in all the right ways AnySoftKeyboard a fantastic and simplistic application that gives you all the features you could want from a keyboard application. He doesn't try to go overboard with a lot of drool,
but he does the job and does it well. Source: Andrew Myrick/Android Central If you've been on Android as long as we have, you've probably gone through the GO Keyboard at one point or another. When it comes to theme, you would be pressured to find an application that has as many options or possibilities as go. With over 10,000
themes, and custom emojis/fonts, it's almost impossible for you not to find at least a few themes you'll want to enjoy. As for custom emojis, GO Keyboard makes it possible for you to create a cartoon avatar that looks like you. Then a custom sticker library can be created, feeling similar to Memoji at Apple. Another great feature of GO
Keyboard is the number of languages that are actively supported. Currently, there are more than 20 languages to choose from and you can switch between them while using GO. Everything can be custom GO Keyboard has been on the Play Store for years, and remains at the top of the chart. From custom themes to custom emoji
stickers, those who like everything will want to check this out. out.
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